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Congress on business opportuni-
ties in fast growing countries 
By Saro Capozzoli, Founder of JESA Investment Ltd 

 

As I said in the previous newsletter, on May 15th 

the ‘ Unindustria di Forlì-Cesena’ held a conference 

in Forlì, that brought to the attention of about 90 

local and non local companies,  information about 

a side of the world. The conference highlighted the 

opportunities regarding Chile, Mongolia, United 

States, China and Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. We 

had also the honor to host the Vice-minister of the 

Industry in Mongolia that made the conference an 

important event in the region. 

We felt the need and the desire of Italian compa-

nies of innovation and changes in order to find new 

ideas for the development of their businesses. 

The audience was particularly surprised by the 

considerable opportunities in KSA and in Mongolia, 

countries that are perceived as the suburbs of the 

world, but that outside Italy are considered as the 

center of the investments, finance and interna-

tional industry. 

In this moment, this is the demonstration that 

even in a small area like Forlì, the companies have 

a real interest, that could have been even bigger 

with more available time, and that they need 

oxygen, ideas and information about opportunities 

present in the world. 

Countries like Birmania, Indonesia, Perù, Colombia 

e South Africa offer compelling opportunities, and 

we cannot keep complaining and not to understand 

that the companies need to interact with the rest of 

the world, to have managers that are capable to 

communicate with foreign companies, to be part of 

a consortium, to have export offices abroad and to 

face in an structured way not only the production, 

but also exhibitions. 

Politicians have to understand that Italian compa-

nies are tired of fights and of nonsense promises, 

but need pillars and concrete facts to survive. 

 

* * * ITALIAN VERSION * * * 

 

Come già detto nella precedente newsletter, il 15 

maggio scorso si è tenuta la conferenza di Unin-

dustria di Forlì-Cesana che ha portato all’attenzione 

di una novantina di aziende Romagnole e non solo, 

un pezzo di mondo. C’erano infatti interventi su 

opportunità riguardo al Cile, Mongolia, Stati Uniti, 

Cina ed Arabia Saudita. Per la Mongolia abbiamo 

avuto l’onore di avere presente il Viceministro 

dell’industria mongolo che ha reso l’intervento un 

momento importante per il territorio. 

Abbiamo percepito la voglia ed il bisogno di novità 

da parte delle aziende italiane per trovare nuove 

idee di sviluppo per le proprie aziende. 

In particolar modo hanno sorpreso le notevoli 

opportunità presenti in Arabi Saudita ed in Mon-

golia, Paesi percepiti come la periferia del mondo, 

ma che, al di fuori dell’Italia sono considerati al 

centro degli investimenti, della finanza e 

dell’industria internazionale. 

In questo momento questa è la dimostrazione che 

anche in un’aria periferica come Forlì, ci sia un 

reale interesse, che poteva essere anche mag-

giore se il tempo a disposizione fosse stato di più, 

da parte delle aziende locali, che hanno bisogno di 

ossigeno, di idee ed informazioni sulle opportunità 

presenti nel mondo. 

Anche Paesi come la Birmania, Indonesia, Perù, 

Colombia e Sud Africa presentano opportunità 

interessanti, e non possiamo continuare a pian-

gerci addosso e a non capire che è il momento per 

le aziende di interagire con l’estero, di avere 

manager capaci di colloquiare con le imprese 

straniere, di potersi consorziare nella filiera, di 

avere export office all’estero condivisi e di af-

frontare in maniera strutturata non solo la pro-

duzione, ma anche fiere. 

La politica deve capire che le aziende sono stufe di 

chiacchiere e litigi, ed hanno bisogno di riferimenti 

e fatti concreti per sopravvivere. 
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Growing demand for green fur-
nishing in China 
By Li Mo, Amanda Sabbatini and Michele Corbanese  

Energy consumption issues are becoming rapidly 

relevant for Chinese companies and becoming a 

central part of government policies. Signals of this 

new trend are already evident in the construction 

field, especially regarding furnishings for hospitals 

and hotels.  

The rushing demand for healthcare is driving the 

construction of almost 20,000 new hospitals, 

amounting to USD 120 billion investment. Such 

new buildings will be forced to respect specific 

safety and cost-efficiency requirements, which can 

be satisfied mostly with the adoption of green 

equipment.  

Energy issues are also addressed by lux-

ury/high-end hotels, which currently ac-

counts for 70% of the domestic hotels, 

and this percentage is forecasted to in-

crease1. Such hotels increasingly invest in 

green furnishing and refurbishment in 

order to meet the new standards set by 

the government and to satisfy the de-

mand for high quality from either for-

eigners or local people.  

The following four points are the main factors that 

are driving the demand: 

i. Incentives from government 

The government has increased the mini-

mum energy saving standards for new 

buildings. Existing buildings are pressed by 

new compulsory standards to be more 

energy-efficient through the use of refur-

bishment projects and technology updates. 

The government supports “green” projects 

and businesses also through financial sub-

sidies for certified green buildings (ex. 80 

RMB per square meter for a top-level cer-

tified green building) and tax exemptions2:  
• CIT (corporate income tax): three-year 

exemption + three-year half reduction  
• VAT exemptions/reductions: business re-

lating to renewable practice, such as green 
building materials, combined heat and power 
pollutions, have been eligible since 2008 

ii. Green loans from banks 

Domestic commercial banks are supporting the 

government to realize the goals. Many middle-size 

banks, such as branches of China Merchants Bank, 

Minsheng Bank, Beijing Bank and Shanghai Pudong 

Development Bank, have offered green loans for 

projects and businesses relating to low-carbon 

initiatives and energy conservation. By October 

2011, Xingye Bank (Industrial Bank Co.,Ltd.) 

Shanghai Branch had issued RMB 2,291 billion 

green loans, for energy saving and renewable 

building materials projects. Shanghai Pudong 

Deveopment Bank offered a RMB 8.4 million short 

term loan for the development of a newly estab-

lished ‘green-tech’ company3.  

iii. Customer sophistication 

The DuPont China Green Living Survey 

points out a rising demand for high-end 

(green) appliances caused by the higher 

sophistication level of the Chinese con-

sumers4. According to another inde-

pendent research conducted by TUV SUD 

Asia Pacific (the fourth-largest global 

provider of testing, inspection and certi-

fication services), companies in China 

seem to underestimate the interest 

among urban consumers on green prod-

ucts and services, and the willingness to 

pay a premium of almost 50% on such 

products and services. 

Since the number of millionaires grows 

fast in China and the purchasing power of 

citizens is much stronger than before, 

customers have become more critical on 

their consumptions. The higher sophisti-

cation level of the Chinese consumers is 

reflected in the rising demand for 
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high-end green appliances, and luxury 

boutique hotels are trying to catch up with 

the growing demand to satisfy unique 

customer preferences. Too high cost of 

real estate and little land space available 

are limiting the possibility to build new 

mega hotels in China, while luxury bou-

tique hotels are possible to enter a 

promising future since such hotels do not 

need large areas to build. 

iv. Direct demand from high-end ho-

tels/office buildings 

China Hotel Association forecasts a 

growing need for green products due to 

the emerging number of new and 

to-be-refurbished hotels.  

High-end/luxury hotels, which are also 

high -energy-consuming, should take into 

account the considerable cost savings al-

lowed by the new green equipment and 

technology. Evidences showed that an ef-

ficient energy management for a green 

hotel can generate 15% energy savings 

and 10% reduction in water use5. With a 

hi-tech management system installed can 

save even more cost on energy consump-

tion.  

One of the most attractive opportunities 

for “green” furnishing business players lies 

in the luxury segment in the hotel industry 

(specifically refer to standard 5-star hotels 

and luxury boutique hotels). 4&5-star ho-

tels accounts the largest percentage 

among domestic hotels. Leading interna-

tional hotel chains in China also focus 

mainly on such high standard hotels. The 

increasing number of high-end/luxury ho-

tel projects is guaranteed because local 

governments, to contribute to local 

economy and international image, have 

the incentive to attract international hotel 

chains and encourage property developers 

to build luxury hotels. 

 

 

The young industry, where “green” products and 

innovative solutions are provided, is prospered by 

the growing demand for “green” furnishing, with 

the strong support from governments and banks. 

Being aware of the trend of “green” demand and 

to meet the new construction standard, real es-

tate developers are striving for “green” furnishing 

projects. Either furnishings providers or estate 

developers, without following the “green” trend, 

will soon fall far behind their competitors. 

References: 
1http://info.hotel.hc360.com/2012/12/28092647
1277-all.shtml	  
2Selected Tax Incentives in China’s Renewable 
Energy Sector, 06-2011, 
http://www.china-briefing.com/news/ 
3http://bank.hexun.com/2012-04-16/14044900
9.html 
4Survey Reveals China’s Growing Desire for Green 
Products, 12-2012, 
http://biosciences.dupont.com/  
5http://www.chinahotel.org.cn/gjh/programs/gre
en%20hotel/green%20hotel.html 
 

A flexible business model: a key 
to succeed. 
By Amanda Sabbatini and Michele Corbanese 

 

The physical distance is not the main challenge 

faced by western companies that want to enter 

the Chinese market. The difficulties involve also 

the culture, the language, the taste, the religion 

and the habits. 

Several international companies have been trying 

entering the fast growing Chinese market, seeing 

New project plans from leading international hotels 
--The InterContinental Hotels Group Plc now man-
ages 154 properties in China and has another 142 in 
its plans. 
--Hilton Worldwide, meanwhile, plans to quadruple 
the number of hotels it has in China by 2014, bringing 
it to 100. 
-- Marriott International Inc also has big plans. Every 
month in the next three years, one hotel under the 
Marriott brand will be opened. 
Source: China to be hotbed of luxury hotels, 03-2012, 
http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/90778/7760986.html 
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in it the possibilities to extend their activities and 

to exploit the booming of the consumer expendi-

tures. 

However, the fact that the spending capacity is 

increasing and that the Chinese market is rapidly 

changing towards western brands, does not mean 

that the positioning of a new product in China will 

be successful. 

Therefore it is not always the case that a business 

strategy that has worked in the western countries 

will have the same success in China. The entire 

business strategy has to be adapted to take in 

consideration the different environment: the 

product, the location and the marketing need to 

reflect a different costumer perspective. While the 

company needs to be able to understand and to 

focus on its core business, leveraging on its 

strengths, the idea and the product may be re-

vised. 

 

Several companies have been struggling to stay in 

the business and ended up to close it. 

Best Buy the biggest American retailer of elec-

tronic products, opened in China in 2006 some big 

stores similar to that ones in USA, offering big 

variety of good quality products. Five years later 

the company was forced to close its 9 stores in the 

country. High operational costs and too expensive 

products were the cause of the failure. 1 

In a sector like the one of retail of electronic pro-

ducts what really matters for Chinese consumers is 

the price. Best Buy entered the Chinese market in 

the mid of a price-war, in which the clients were 

looking for the cheapest products and were able to 

find those online. It doesn’t mean that only cheap 

goods can be sold in China, indeed Apple sells its 

products at a 30% higher price that in the US, but 

the point is that people are not willing to pay for 

something that is not unique and that can be found 

easily elsewhere (on internet). Best Buy was re-

sembled by the German retailer for electronic 

goods, Media Markt with the closing of its 11 stores 

in Shanghai in 2011. The company strategy was 

based on after sales services and refund within 15 

days in case the client would have found the same 

product cheaper elsewhere. Unsuccessful strategy 

in an environment where competitors fight cutting 

costs, and clients are ready to switch to other stores 

mainly driven by the level of prices.2 

In addition, when talking about China, the dis-

tances, the huge traffic and the absence of parking, 

can not be ignored, especially in Shanghai or Bei-

jing. People prefer to have smaller shops closer to 

their home, easy to reach and with big variety 

available. 

In this sense, an usual common mistake is to open 

big few stores concentrated in the biggest cities. 

The US company MATTEL opened a sole mega store 

in the centre of Shanghai wholly dedicated to the 

Barbie dolls, with the idea to create a feminine 

icon as it were in other countries. Although the 

doll was modified to resemble Chinese little girls, 

the Chinese Barbie failed to become the great 

success that was expected to be. The elevated 

costs of the store were reflected in too expensive 

dolls whose brand value was not recognised in 

China, and that didn’t have the strong and en-

during image that it still has in western countries. 

The conceptual idea behind the product didn’t fit 

the local culture, in which the definition of femi-

nine is still very different: the ‘strong and smart’ 

woman represented with the Barbie dolls does not 

match the ‘sweet and soft’ Chinese woman.3 

 

Services and products need to be aligned with the 

customer preferences, and standardized western 

products may be not suitable for the Chinese 

market. McDonald for example adopted as its 

commitment the creation of specialized menu for 

the country, coupled with ‘extensive focused 

group studies of Chinese consumers’. 4 This 

strategy has allowed the company to constantly 

and successfully expand its activity since 1990 

when its first store in China was opened. How-

ever, the adaptation has not come at the expense 

of the core business of the company, since the 
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heart of the Chinese menu is still represented by 

hamburger and French fries. 

A company that completely re-invented its brands 

in China is YUM. The American group has been 

present in the Chinese market since the 80s and 

increased its presence with more than 5,100 res-

taurants in 2012, for the most part thanks to its 

two most famous brands KFC and Pizza Hut. 5 The 

company ability to rebrand its image to fit the 

different market need is the key of its success. The 

best ideas from the American fast foods have been 

taken and adapted to the Chinese needs. Although 

the main concept of the business remains the 

same, innovations at different levels were made. 

The menu includes several unique dishes that take 

inspiration from the local taste (chicken wings, 

fried squid, seafood pizza, salmon rolls), making 

available quality food at low price. The logic about 

the locations has also been changed, the restau-

rants are located not only in big cities but also in 

small towns where the labour cost is lower, the 

enthusiasm for the brand is higher and the per-

spective of growth are favourable thanks to the 

constant urbanization.6 

Incisive factors in the success of the company in 

China regard also the network with local suppliers 

and the dealing with the government. For example 

YUM! has gained the government trust thanks to 

its constant involvement in safety issues. But 

those are only the last steps for the way to the 

success. 

 

Before starting business at a large scale in China, 

the company has to build a brand with a strong and 

valuable image among the local people. Become 

localized and gaining trust is of primary import-

ance. The core business must be clearly identified 

and then the idea and the concept need to be ad-

apted to fit the different needs of local customers. 

The right approach is important in choosing the 

most feasible and convenient entry strategy, the 

choice of the geographical locations and the dis-

tribution channels is strategic, and there may be 

the necessity to employee local managers, to ex-

ploit their network. The Chinese market is con-

tinuously generating new business opportunities. 

For this reason it is necessary to constantly monitor 

the market to identify and get an understanding of 

new trends. In China more than in any other 

country the capability to adapt the business to the 

changes of the market represents the key for the 

success. So, a flexible business model and frequent 

market researches are critical factors for every 

company that wishes to enter the China market or 

that is already running its business in China. 

 

References: 
1 Why Best Buy failed in China, CNBC 2011 

2 Media Market closes all Chinese stores, China 

Daily 2013 
3 Why Barbie stumbled in China and how she could 

reinvent herself, Forbes 2012 
4 McDonald’s growing in China, China Daily  
5 Yum Tweaks China Growth Plans, Targets More 

Pizza Huts, CNBC 2012 
6 YUM! China: from rebranding to reinventing, 

Forbes 2012 
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For inquires and suggestions regarding this news-
letter or for any other concerns, please contact us 
anytime at:  
 
michele@jesa.com.cn 
 
And please visit our website:  
www.jesa.com.cn 
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ADDRESS IN SHANGHAI  

LANE 112 FENYANG ROAD – HOUSE 4 
200031 SHANGHAI -  CHINA 
 
Tel  +86 21 64331555   
Fax +86 21 62880072  
 
Offices also in: 
Saudi Arabia, Mongolia, Chile  
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The content of this newsletter is composed 
and written by JESA, and thus it is not re-
producible and cannot be diffused indis-
criminately without JESA’s consent. The 
purpose of this newsletter is to keep our 
contacts informed about important changes 
occurring in China; any use of it that differs 
from the initial purpose must be authorized 
by JESA.   
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